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Abstract: Single-domain allostery has been postulated to occur through intramolecular pathways
of signaling within a protein structure. We had previously investigated these pathways by

introducing a local thermal perturbation and analyzed the anisotropic propagation of structural

changes throughout the protein. Here, we develop an improved approach, the Rotamerically
Induced Perturbation (RIP), that identifies strong couplings between residues by analyzing the

pathways of heat-flow resulting from thermal excitation of rotameric rotations at individual

residues. To explore the nature of these couplings, we calculate the complete coupling maps of 5
different PDZ domains. Although the PDZ domain is a well conserved structural fold that serves as

a scaffold in many protein–protein complexes, different PDZ domains display unique patterns of

conformational flexibility in response to ligand binding: some show a significant shift in a set of
a-helices, while others do not. Analysis of the coupling maps suggests a simple relationship

between the computed couplings and observed conformational flexibility. In domains where the

a-helices are rigid, we find couplings of the a-helices to the body of the protein, whereas in
domains having ligand-responsive a-helices, no couplings are found. This leads to a model where

the a-helices are intrinsically dynamic but can be damped if sidechains interact at key tertiary

contacts. These tertiary contacts correlate to high covariation contacts as identified by the
statistical coupling analysis method. As these dynamic modules are exploited by various allosteric

mechanisms, these tertiary contacts have been conserved by evolution.
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Introduction

Proteins relay signals for biological networks

through allosteric regulation.1,2 An event at one site

on a protein, such as ligand binding, can induce

changes at a distant site on the protein allowing mod-

ulation of some functional behavior. Although the orig-

inal definition of allosteric regulation focused on the

behavior of multimeric proteins,3 it is now accepted

that even single domains can undergo allosteric regu-

lation.4–6 In single domain proteins, the allosteric

interaction must be transmitted through the body of

the protein instead of through domain quaternary

interactions. For some domains, although changes at

the allosteric sites are observed in the crystal struc-

tures,7 the structural rearrangements in regions that

connect the allosteric sites are subtle. This has led to

the idea of allostery without a well-defined conforma-

tional change8 where ligand binding results in a gen-

eral rigidification of the protein that in turn effects

function at a distant site.9 One attractive hypothesis is

that allosteric interactions are transmitted through

the interior of the protein along a specific signaling

pathway as suggested by sequence analysis of the PDZ
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family where a sparse cluster of interconnected resi-

dues appear to be coconserved.10

The PDZ domain has been a popular target for

the study of single-domain allostery. It is a small

protein of �100 amino acids with a well-defined car-

boxylate binding site (Fig. 1) that can bind peptides or

protein C-termini. The PDZ domain was originally

thought to act solely as a passive scaffold11 but it is

increasingly evident that it exhibits a diverse range of

dynamical behavior. In this study, we look at 5 PDZ

domains and seek structural origins for their differential

behavior. The domains are: (1) PSD95-PDZ3: the third

domain of Postsynaptic Density 95 Protein12 [Fig. 1(B)];

(2) PTP-PDZ2: the second domain of Tyrosine Phospha-

tase13 [Fig. 1(C)]; (3) PAR6-PDZ: the PDZ domain of Par-

tition Defective Protein 614 [Fig. 1(D)]; (4) INAD-PDZ5:

The 5th domain of Inactivation/No-after-potential D Pro-

tein15 [Fig. 1(E)]; (5) GRIP1-PDZ7: the 7th domain of

Glutamate Receptor Interacting Protein 116 [Fig. 1(F)].

Of these domains, PTP-PDZ2 and PAR6-PDZ ex-

hibit large conformational changes upon ligand bind-

ing [Fig. 1(C,D)], which has been shown to be allo-

steric.17,18 The binding of Cdc42 to PAR6 induces a

conformational change in the PAR6-PDZ domain

that promotes the binding of ligand. In contrast, the

structure of PSD95-PDZ3 does not significantly

change upon ligand binding [Fig. 1(B)], but induces

allostery through incompatible binding surfaces with

the ligand.19 INAD-PDZ5 forms an intramolecular

disulfide bond depending on the redox potential,

which disrupts the carboxylate-binding site15 [Fig.

1(E)]. GRIP1-PDZ7 has no known ligands.16 The ori-

gin of these differences in conformational flexibility

is not understood but various experiments have

studied specific residue-residue interactions through

double-mutant experiments.10,20–22 Unfortunately no

clear general picture has arisen as the results differ

depending on the PDZ domain.

To analyze sidechain–sidechain interactions,

computer simulations can be used to analyze dynam-

ics at an atomic level of detail. In our lab, we had

previously developed a molecular dynamics method,

the anistropic thermal diffusion method (ATD),23

which was designed to probe intramolecular signal-

ing within a protein by simulating flow patterns of

kinetic energy. In ATD, the protein is first equili-

brated at a low temperature then, a 300 K tempera-

ture bath is applied to a single residue. The result-

ant flow of kinetic energy as monitored by RMSD,

was highly nonisotropic and suggested a defined

pathway for particular residues. However, there

were three practical problems with ATD: to mini-

mize thermal conduction through solvent, the simu-

lations were performed in vacuo using united atom

models; positional restraints on backbone and sur-

face atoms were required to reduce spurious fluctua-

tions; and a significant portion of the perturbation

energy went into local backbone distortions resulting

in only weak coupling to the pathway.

To address these issues, we adapt a method that

we have recently developed in our lab, the rotameri-

cally induced perturbation (RIP) method, which was

designed to generate large conformational changes

through local perturbation of the rotamer degrees of

Figure 1. The PDZ domains. (A) Schematic of the structural elements of the PDZ domain. (B) PSD95-PDZ3: the third domain

of Postsynaptic Density 95 Protein [1BFE,1BE9]; (C) PTP-PDZ2: the second domain of tyrosine phosphatase [3PDZ,1D5G]; (D)

PAR6-PDZ: the binding domain of Partition Defective Protein 6 [1RY4,1RZX]; (E) INAD-PDZ5: The 5th domain of Inactivation/

No-after-potential D Protein [2QKT]; and (F) GRIP1-PDZ7: the 7th domain of Glutamate Receptor Interacting Protein 1 [1M5Z].

[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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freedom in a sidechain.24 This method is capable of

generating large motions of several Ångstroms with-

out disturbing the backbone of the perturbing residue

in picoseconds of simulation time. To adapt RIP to

identify sidechain–sidechain couplings, we use a much

weaker local perturbation that is capable of generating

clean signals of heat-flow without significantly disturb-

ing the protein backbone structure. Analyzing the

computed couplings across the 5 PDZ domains, we

identify a simple relationship between the computed

couplings and the observed conformational flexibility

of the PDZ domains. If these couplings affect the struc-

tural dynamics of the proteins, then they are also

likely to probe allosteric couplings. Consequently, we

analyze the couplings with respect to the coconserva-

tion of paired positions in the PDZ domain as provided

by the statistical coupling analysis (SCA).10

Results

Calibrating the rotamerically induced
perturbations

The rotamerically induced perturbation (RIP) is

designed to generate sidechain perturbations without

distorting backbone secondary structure.24 In this

method, sidechains are thermally driven to rotate back-

and-forth around the initial v angle at a rotational ve-

locity dependent on a predefined rotational tempera-

ture TRIP. Heat is transferred only if the sidechain col-

lides with another residue. As we are interested in

using RIP to identify couplings between sidechains,

rather than generating large conformational changes,

we need to find a TRIP that best reproduces the rota-

tional velocities of sidechains in MD simulations per-

formed in standard conditions of TSTD ¼ 300 K.

To identify a useful TRIP, we use simulations of

single amino acids capped with methyl groups (see

Ref for more details). As was performed in the origi-

nal ATD analysis of intramolecular signaling,23 the

protein is first equilibrated to 10 K to depress back-

ground fluctuations, which allows nonequilibrium

heat-flow to be generated from the perturbed resi-

due. We find that TRIP ¼ 26 K generates rotational

velocities that best reproduce the rotational veloc-

ities of amino acids simulated in a standard MD

simulation at TSTD ¼ 300 K [Fig. 2(B)]. The rota-

tional temperature of TRIP ¼ 26 K was deduced from

a regression analysis where for each set of rotational

velocities simulated at a particular TRIP, we identi-

fied the closest set of rotational velocities simulated

in standard MD at different temperatures TSTD [Fig.

2(C)]. This gives a linear relationship of TRIP ¼
0.058 � TSTD þ 10 K, resulting in a best fit of TRIP

¼ 26 K to the standard temperature TSTD ¼ 300 K.

Another way to think about this is that the rota-

tional energy of the v angles constitutes �10% of the

kinetic energy in a normal MD simulation.

Generating intramolecular signaling pathways

In the original ATD study,23 an RMSD metric was

used to detect the response to the perturbations.

This gave a clean signal mainly due to the strong

positional restraints applied to the backbone atoms,

which damped the background drift of backbone

motions. However, in the absence of restraints, even

at 10 K backbone drift can reduce the signal-to-noise

ratio. Instead, we use kinetic energy to identify the

response of residues to a RIP perturbation. To dem-

onstrate the properties of the kinetic energy

response, we first study in detail two RIP perturba-

tions in the PDZ domain PSD95-PDZ3; a surface

residue and a buried residue. To measure the

response of the perturbation of the surface residue

Lys75 (Lys380 in 1BFE), we plot the kinetic-energy

profile of the residues in the protein at the 5th ps

Figure 2. The properties of the Rotamerically Induced Perturbation (RIP) applied to the 18 amino acids with v angles. (A)

Schematic of the v angles in Phe, which are perturbed in the RIP method. (B) The averaged rotational velocities of the v
angles from standard MD simulations at TSTD¼300 K versus simulations of RIP at TRIP¼26 K. The box shows the 75%

percentile used to calculate the fit, giving a correlation of 0.85. The distribution is fairly close to linear as indicated by the

slope of 1 shown in the box. (C) Given a particular set of v angle rotational velocities measured from simulating the amino

acids at a standard simulation at temperature TSTD, the TRIP is identified that generates the closest set of velocities using RIP.

From these pairs of TSTD and TRIP, a linear relationship is determined of TRIP ¼ 0.058 � TSTD þ 10. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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[Fig. 3(A)]. To evaluate the profile, we define a back-

ground threshold of of 0.042 kcal/mol (mean 6 3r
for the entire set of RIP perturbations; see below).

As none of the responding residues has a kinetic

energy higher than the background, the protein

shows no response to the perturbation. In contrast,

perturbing the buried residue Phe20 (Phe325 in

1BFE) induces a large response in disparate regions

of the protein [Fig. 3(B)]. This shows that the RIP

perturbation can generate a strong signal for a bur-

ied residue (Phe20) but no response for a surface

residue (Lys75).

We apply RIP to all 83 residues possessing v
angles in PSD95-PDZ3 to generate a complete map

of heat flow pathways. Responding residues with a

final kinetic energy in the 5th ps of simulation

greater than the background are plotted as a two-

dimensional intensity map [Fig. 3(C)]. Thus, a verti-

cal column represents a pathway of heat flow (many

residues responding) resulting from the perturbation

on the residue denoted on the X-axis. Only responses

above a background cut-off of 0.042 kcal/mol (mean

þ 3r of the kinetic energy of every responding resi-

due) are shown. The first point to note is that there

Figure 3. Pathways of heat-flow induced by RIP in PSD95-PDZ3. (A) Average kinetic energy response in the 5th ps of

simulation of applying RIP to Lys75; (B) RIP applied to Phe20. (C) Pathways of heat-flow of the RIP perturbations. For each

column, the perturbation is applied to the green position, and the colored regions identify the residues that respond with

values of kinetic energy in the 5th ps above the background cutoff. (D) Mapping of the responding residues (red) of RIP on

Phe20 (green) to the structure. Of these, two responding residues are in spatial proximity to Phe20: (E) Leu44 and (F) Ala42,

which define RIP couplings from the Phe20 pathway of heat-flow. These couplings are used to generate the coupling map in

Figure 4(A). [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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is very little response near the main diagonal, mean-

ing that RIP does not propagate energy automati-

cally along the backbone from the site of the per-

turbed residue. This is a desirable behavior as it

minimizes spurious coupling to the backbone.

The many vertical continuous segments shown

in Figure 3(C) indicate that many residues are

strongly coupled to sidechain perturbation of resi-

dues distant in sequence. For instance, Phe20 gener-

ates a large pathway of heat-flow [Fig. 3(B)], which,

when mapped onto the structure [Fig. 3(D)], shows

that the responding residues are spatially close to

the perturbing residue. The perturbing residue heats

physically connected residues [Fig. 3(E,F)], where

this transferred kinetic energy can then propagate

along the backbone, producing a correlated response

along the protein chain [Fig. 3(B)].

RIP-couplings identify sidechain–sidechain

interactions
What is the nature of sidechain–sidechain interac-

tions in the interior of the protein? Although it has

Figure 4. The RIP couplings of the PDZ domains superimposed over the contact maps. Left column: couplings overlaid over

the contact map. Right column: buried tertiary couplings. (A,B) PSD95-PDZ3; (C,D) PTP-PDZ2; (E,F) PAR6-PDZ; (G,H) INAD-

PDZ5; (I,J) GRIP1-PDZ7. The buried tertiary couplings are significantly different across the 5 domains. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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been assumed that sidechains in close proximity nat-

urally interact by favorable VDW interactions,

hydrogen bonds, and hydrophobic clustering, this

does not fully take into account the role of sidechain

dynamics. By applying a controlled local perturba-

tion to a sidechain in a nonequilibrium environment,

we can identify sidechains that interact based on the

amount of transferred energy from the perturbed

sidechain.

We identify a RIP coupling between two side-

chains if a perturbing residue transfers kinetic

energy above an energy cutoff to a residue in physi-

cal contact (defined by spatial proximity < 3.5 Å).

For instance, in the case of the pathway of heat-flow

of Phe20 [Fig. 3(D)], we identify two responding resi-

dues that are in spatial proximity to the perturbing

residue: Leu44 [Fig. 3(E)] and Ala42 [Fig. 3(F)],

which results in two couplings: Phe20-Ala42 and

Phe20-Leu44. By focusing on pairs of responding

residues in spatial contact to a perturbing residue,

we generate a coupling map of PSD95-PDZ3 [blue

circles Fig. 4(A)]. Similarly, we generate the coupling

maps of the apo structures of the other PDZ

domains: PTP-PDZ2 [Fig. 4(C)], PAR6-PDZ [Fig.

4(E)], INAD-PDZ5 [Fig. 4(G)], and Grip1-PDZ7 [Fig.

4(I)]. Comparing the coupling to the contact map

(red dots; defined by d(Cb-Cb) < 6.5 Å), we find that

not all residues in contact are coupled and that the

contacts differ amongst the PDZ domains. To under-

stand these differences, we analyze the coupling

maps with respect to the structure of the proteins.

Conformational flexibility and buried tertiary

couplings
Although PDZ domains have a well-conserved struc-

ture with a well-defined ligand-binding groove, they

have quite distinct responses to ligand-binding,

ranging from negligible to large changes (left column

of Fig. 5). The largest differences in response to

ligand-binding lie in the a-helices (left column of

Fig. 5). PSD95-PDZ3 [Fig. 5(A)] does not change

much upon ligand-binding, whereas PTP-PDZ2 dis-

plays large conformational changes in both a-helices
[red regions in Fig. 5(C)]. PAR6-PDZ induces large

conformational changes only in a-helix-1 [Fig. 5(E)].

INAD-PDZ5 allows the formation of a disulfide bond

that disorders the a-helix, but the overall position of

the a-helix does not change [Fig. 5(G)]. GRIP7-PDZ1

is found in a closed conformation that precludes

ligand-binding [Fig. 5(I)], and does not bind to any

known peptides. As the binding surface of GRIP7-

PDZ1 involves a-helix-2 but is located on the oppo-

site face of the canonical binding, the a-helix-2 is

unlikely to move. In summary, a-helix-1 moves upon

Figure 4. (Continued).
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ligand-binding in PTP-PDZ2 and PAR6-PDZ,

whereas a-helix-2 only moves in PTP-PDZ2. In con-

trast, the a-helices do not move in PSD95-PDZ3,

INAD-PDZ5, and GRIP7-PDZ1.

What is the structural origin of the difference in

ligand-binding response in the PDZ domains? One

possibility is that sidechain-sidechain couplings

identified by RIP (left column of Fig. 4) correlate to

differences in ligand-response of the PDZ structures

(left column of Fig. 5). We analyzed the couplings

with respect to the structural features of the PDZ

domains (exposed/buried, secondary/tertiary) and

could not find any clear pattern except for buried

tertiary couplings.

We define a buried tertiary coupling if the two

residues are both buried and not in the same second-

ary structure, as defined by backbone hydrogen-

bonding. Two residues are defined to be in the same

secondary structure by backbone hydrogen-bonding

patterns.25 Residue i and residue j are defined to be

in the same segment of secondary structure if 2

hydrogen bonds form between the segment i � 1 to

i þ 1 and segment j � 1 to j þ 1. A hydrogen bond is

defined if the backbone O and H atoms are within

2.7 Å. This definition covers the common cases of

b-strand pairing and a-helical patterns. A sidechain

is defined as buried if the accessible surface area

(ASA) of the sidechain in the structure is � 20% of

that for the same residue free in solution.26

There are clear differences in the buried tertiary

coupling map between the 5 PDZ domains (blue

circles in the right column of Fig. 4) where only a

fraction of buried tertiary contacts correspond to

a coupling. The sparseness of the couplings allows a

clear interpretation of the differences when mapped

onto the corresponding structure (right column of

Fig. 5). In PSD95-PDZ3, there are couplings found

throughout the interior of the protein, linking the

a-helices to the body of the protein, as well as to the

C-terminal domain with the body of the protein [Fig.

5(B)]. In PTP-PDZ2, there are only two couplings,

which are both within the body of the protein [Fig.

5(D)]. More importantly, there are no couplings that

involve the a-helices. In PAR6-PDZ, there is one cou-

pling between a-helix-2 and the the b-sheet. In both

INAD-PDZ5 [Fig. 5(H)] and GRIP1-PDZ7 [Fig. 5(I)],

there are several couplings between the small

a-helix-1 (towards the back left) and the body of the

protein, and one coupling between a-helix-2 on the

right and the body (the specific couplings are listed

in Table I).

The differences in couplings between the PDZ

domains can be related to the conformational flexi-

bility of the a-helices upon ligand-binding. In the

three PDZ domains, where the overall orientation of

the a-helices do not change [Figs. 5(A) and 5(G,I)],

we find couplings between both a-helices and the

b-sheet [Figs. 5(B) and 5(H,J)]. In PAR6-PDZ where

only a-helix-1 undergoes a large conformational

change upon ligand-binding [Fig. 5(E)], there are no

couplings from the b-sheet to a-helix-1 [Fig. 5(F)]

but there is a coupling from the b-sheet to a-helix-2.

Figure 5. Comparing conformational changes upon ligand-

binding (left column) to the buried tertiary RIP couplings

(right column). In the left column, bright red is Ca RMSD ¼
15 Å between the apo and holo structures. In the right

column, buried tertiary residues that are involved in RIP

couplings are shown in red. (A,B) PSD95-PDZ3; (C,D) PTP-

PDZ2; (E,F) PAR6-PDZ; (G,H) INAD-PDZ5; (I,J) GRIP1-

PDZ7. The buried tertiary couplings are significantly

different across the 5 domains. [Color figure can be viewed

in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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In contrast, in PTP-PDZ2, where both a-helices
move upon ligand-binding [Fig. 5(C)], there are no

couplings to the a-helices at all [Fig. 5(D)]. In sum-

mary, couplings between the a-helices and the body

are only found in domains where the a-helices are

rigid. No such couplings are found in domains where

the a-helices move upon ligand binding.

Conserved SCA contacts are dominated by
buried tertiary couplings

From the previous section, we identified buried terti-

ary couplings in PDZ domains that correlate with

the ligand-binding induced conformational changes.

As these conformational changes are likely to be

related to intradomain allostery,17,18 these couplings

may have been conserved during evolution. To

explore possible coconservation of contacts, we use

the statistical coupling analysis (SCA) method10 that

calculates a statistical free-energy for each pair of

positions in the PDZ fold, which measures the

amount of covariation in amino-acid identity

amongst the PDZ sequences [Fig. 6(A)].

The raw information contained in the SCA ma-

trix is not always easy to interpret. Hierarchical

clustering was used in the original analysis of the

SCA matrix to reduce the SCA matrix into sets of

mutually covarying positions. One intriguing result

was that a set of positions was found that, when

mapped onto a PDZ structure, consisted of an inter-

connected set of residues spanning one side of the

domain to the other. These residues were interpreted

as a signaling pathway. Although some double-

mutant experiments have found cooperative effects

of ligand binding upon along this putative path-

way,10 other experiments have not.20–22

There are other ways to reduce the SCA matrix

for analysis. Here, we focus on a subset of pair posi-

tions of the SCA matrix that map onto the contacts

of a representative PDZ domain (PSD95-PDZ3). We

call these the contact SCA values [Fig. 6(B)], which

measures the amount of covariation of amino acid

identity of residues that are in physical contact in

the representative PDZ domain. Before we examine

the contact SCA values with respect to the RIP-cou-

plings, we can see if there are any particular struc-

tural interaction categories (buried, exposed, second-

ary or tertiary structure) that could provide insights

into the high contact SCA values [Fig. 6(C–H)]. For

instance, in Figure 6(C), we use a Student t-test to

compare the distribution of buried contact SCA val-

ues (red) to the distribution of exposed contact SCA

values (blue). Given that there are n ¼ 141 samples,

we find that these distributions are significantly dif-

ferent (P < 0.001) where the buried contact SCA are

typically DSCA ¼ 0.19 higher than exposed contact

SCA. We also find that tertiary contacts have signifi-

cantly (P ¼ 0.002) higher SCA values than second-

ary contacts [Fig. 6(D)]. Buried tertiary contacts

covary more than other types of contacts.

This analysis cannot tell us why certain buried

tertiary contacts covary more than others. One pos-

sibility is that they represent important sidechain-

sidechain couplings. If so, then we might expect a

correlation of highly covarying contact SCA values

Table I. Comparison of Coupled Pairs Across the PDZ Domains

Pair PSD95-PDZ3 PTP-PDZ2 PAR6-PDZ INAD-PDZ5 GRIP1-PDZ7

[1BFE] [3PDZ] [1RY4] [2QKU-A] [1M5Z]
1a Ile316-Leu323 Leu11-Leu18 Leu163-Leu172 x Leu587-Leu595 x Leu27-Phe36
2a Ile316-Ala347 Leu11-Ala46 Leu163-Ala206 Leu587-Pro617 x Leu27-Gly60
3 x Arg318-Leu379 Lys13-Leu78 Lys165-Met238 Lys589-Phe649 Lys29-Ile91
4a x Leu323-Pro346 Leu18-Ala45 Leu172-Leu205 x Leu595-Tyr616 Phe36-Pro59
5a Leu323-Leu349 Leu18-Ser48 Leu172-Ser208 x Leu595-Ile619 Phe36-Leu62
6a x Phe325-Ala347 Ile20-Ala46 Phe174-Ala206 Leu597-Pro617 Phe38-Gly60
7 Phe325-Leu353 Ile20-Ile52 Phe174-Leu212 x Leu597-Leu623 Phe38-Leu65
8a x Ile336-Leu367 Ile35-Leu66 Ile195-Val226 Cys606-Leu637 Val49-Thr79
9b x Ile336-Ala375 Ile35-Ala74 Ile195-Val234 Cys606-Cys645 x Val49-Val87
10b Leu353-Asp357 x Ile52-Asp56 Leu212-Asp216 Leu623-Asp627 Leu65-Asp69
11b Leu353-Ala390 Ile52-Leu89 x Leu212-Val249 Leu623-Val660 Leu65-Ile102
12 Ile359-Leu367 Val58-Leu66 x Val218-Val226 Ile629-Leu637 Leu71-Thr79
13b Val362-Ala375 Val61-Ala74 x Val221-Val234 Phe632-Cys645 Val74-Val87
14b x Val362-Ala378 Val61-Thr77 Val221-Met237 Phe632-Leu648 Val74-Leu90
15b x Val362-Leu379 Val61-Leu78 Val221-Met238 Phe632-Phe649 Val74-Ile91
16 Val362-Val386 x Val61-Val85 Val221-Leu245 Phe632-Val656 Val74-Leu98
17b Leu367-Ala375 Leu66-Ala74 x Val226-Val234 x Leu637-Cys645 Thr79-Val87

This table allows a comparison of the amino acid identities of the same contact in the PDZ fold across different PDZ
domains. Each row refers to a pair of positions in the generic PDZ fold. Each column lists the amino acids of the pairs in a
specific PDZ protein [PDB code under the title]. From our simulations, we find that certain pairs in a PDZ domain are en-
ergetically coupled, marked with an [x]. We can thus compare, for the same pair position in the PDZ fold, the amino acid
identities of coupled pairs to noncoupled pairs across the 5 PDZ domains. In the first column, [a] refers to pair-positions
that link the body of the protein to a-helix-1, [b] refers to those that link to a-helix-2 and the rest are pair-positions within
the body and loops of the PDZ domain.
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with the RIP couplings. Given that buried tertiary

RIP-couplings are rather sparse for each individual

PDZ domain (right column of Fig. 4), we first map

the couplings of all five domains (left column of Fig.

4) onto the contact map of PSD95-PDZ3 [Fig. 7(A)].

Given a particular set of contact SCA values, we

divide these into coupling contacts (contact SCA val-

ues that coincide with a RIP coupling), and noncou-

pling contacts (contact SCA values that do not coin-

cide with any couplings). Then we use a Student

t-test to calculate the statistical differences between

couplings and noncouplings [Fig. 7(C–H)].

In the case of the set of all contact SCA values

[Fig. 7(C)], there is no statistically significant differ-

ence (P ¼ 0.084) of SCA values between coupling

contacts and noncoupling contacts. Applying the

analysis to different sub-sets of the contact SCA val-

ues, we did not find any statistically significant dif-

ferences amongst the secondary contacts, buried con-

tacts, or exposed contacts. However, we found

significant differences amongst tertiary contacts

[Fig. 7(F)] where tertiary coupling contacts have sig-

nificantly higher SCA values (P ¼ 0.001) than terti-

ary noncoupling contacts. Similarly, buried tertiary

couplings have much higher SCA values (DSCA ¼
0.34, P ¼ 0.004) than buried tertiary noncouplings

[Fig. 7(H)]. This suggests that highly covarying con-

tacts in the generic PDZ domain identifies buried

tertiary contacts where a RIP-coupling can be found

in at least one member of the PDZ family.

Discussion

PDZ domains have a conserved fold that binds pep-

tides and the C-termini of proteins in a similar fash-

ion, yet the structural response to ligand-binding

varies significantly across family members. Given

that the ligand-binding response has been linked to

functional allostery, elucidating the structural basis

underlying the differential response to ligand bind-

ing is important for understanding the evolution of

PDZ domain behavior.

As the backbone arrangement is similar across

the different PDZ domains, it must be the side-

chain–sidechain interactions that dictate the differ-

ences in the ligand-binding response. For our pur-

poses here, we consider that two residues are

interacting if perturbation by RIP of one residue

induces a kinetic energy response in the other. We

Figure 6. Analysis of the SCA matrix. (A) the SCA matrix measures the amount of covariation between positions in a multiple

sequence alignment of the PDZ family. Higher values gives higher covariation. (B) the SCA contacts is a subset of the SCA

matrix that correspond to a Cb-Cb contact in PSD95-PDZ3. (C-H) t-test of different categories on the contact SCA matrix. n

refers to the number of samples, P refers to the P-values where P < 0.010 indicates that the 2 distributions are statistically

different. DSCA is the difference between the average SCA free-energies between the distributions. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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find that only some of the residues in tertiary con-

tact are coupled; simply being in contact is not evi-

dence of coupling. In previous studies, interactions

between sidechains were deduced from the covaria-

tion matrix of RMSD in the analysis of equilibrium

trajectories.27–29 In the RMSD covariation matrix,

residues that undergo collective motion can be iden-

tified, such as the residues that constitute the

Met20 loop in DHFR.27 However, there is no way to

disentangle the effects of collective backbone

motions from direct sidechain–sidechain interac-

tions. As the backbone u/w angles of consecutive res-

idues are closely coupled by chain connectivity, if a

single u angle is perturbed, several u/w angles along

the chain will also be affected. To identify local inter-

actions, the long-range effects of the u/w degrees of

freedom need to be avoided, which is obtained in

RIP by perturbing only the sidechain v-angles,
which are degrees of freedom orthogonal to the back-

bone u/w angles.

Finally, we focus on buried residues, as buried

residues are protected from the solvent, unlike sur-

face residues, buried couplings identified in nonequi-

librium conditions would be expected to be also

coupled in equilibrium conditions. Table I lists the

17 pair positions in the general PDZ fold where bur-

ied tertiary couplings are found in one of the five

PDZ domains. Each row refers to a specific pair posi-

tion where the corresponding amino acid identities

are listed for the 5 PDZ domains. The existence of a

coupling in a pair position is not related to the phys-

ical proximity of the residues. For example, the resi-

dues of pair 17 across the PDZ domains are always

in close contact (Fig. 8), but they are coupled only in

PAR6-PDZ [Fig. 8(C)] and INAD-PDZ5 [Fig. 8(D)].

We find that PDZ domains with a-helices that

are rigid have many couplings between the a-helix
and the body of the protein while PDZ domains that

have flexible a-helices possess no significant cou-

plings. This coupling varies across the PDZ domains.

If we focus on the pair positions that connect a-he-
lix-2 to the body of the protein (denoted by [b] in the

first column of Table I), we find that, in different

PDZ domains, different couplings bind a-helix-2. For

Figure 7. Comparison between the SCA matrix and the RIP couplings.(A) The couplings identified in the 5 PDZ domains and

mapped onto the contact map. Only residues that could be aligned across all 5 structures were used. (B) The couplings that

were mapped onto the buried tertiary couplings of PSD95-PDZ3. Different domains possess different couplings. (C–H) t-test

of couplings vs. noncouplings for different sets of contact SCA values. n refers to the number of samples, P refers to the

P-values where P < 0.010 indicates that the two distributions are statistically different. DSCA is the difference between the

average SCA free-energies between the distributions. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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instance, in PSD95-PDZ3, pairs 9, 14, 15, and 17 are

coupled. In PAR6-PDZ, pair 11, 13, and 17 provides

the coupling. In INAD-PDZ5, pair 17 provides the

coupling, whilst in INAD9-PDZ5, pair 9 provides the

coupling.

Given that couplings are correlated with confor-

mational flexibility, we may be able to deduce amino

acid identities that directly affect the dynamics of a

protein. To this end, we can identify pair positions

where the couplings are uniquely determined in the

amino acid identities, compared to the noncoupling

amino-acids. With this criteria, for the pair-positions

that connect the body of the protein to a-helix-1, we

find uniquely determined couplings in pairs 2, 4,

and 5. For the pair positions that connect to a-helix-
2, we find uniquely determined couplings in pairs 14

and 17. In other pairs, a more careful analysis is

required. Consider pair 1 that connects the body to

a-helix-1. In INAD-PDZ5, the residues (Leu587-

Leu596) are coupled. However, in PAR6-PDZ, pair 1

has the same residues (Leu163-Leu172) but is not

coupled. In contrast, pair 1 in GRIP1-PDZ7 is

coupled (Leu27-Phe36) but no other PDZ domain

has the same amino acid identities. This suggests

that for pair 1, the amino acids of GRIP1-PDZ7

(Leu27-Phe36) uniquely determines a coupling,

whilst the amino acids of INAD-PDZ5 do not.

One possible consequence is that uniquely deter-

mined amino-acid pairings may be transferrable to

other PDZ domains in order to induce couplings. For

instance, a-helix-2 is mobile in PTP-PDZ2, whereas

a-helix-2 is rigid in the other 4 PDZ domains. From

the aforementioned analysis, for pair 17, the amino

acids from PAR6-PDZ (Val226-Val234) provide

uniquely determined amino acids that induce cou-

pling in a-helix-2. This suggests that the substitu-

tions L66V and A74V in PTP-PDZ2 will induce a

coupling that immobilizes a-helix-2. Other possible

substitutions are the amino acids of pair 14 in

PSD95-PDZ3, and the amino-acids of pair 17 in

INAD-PDZ5. The reverse may also work where the

amino-acids of PTP-PDZ2 transferred to the other

proteins may eliminate the couplings to a-helix-2 in

those proteins.

Can we relate these specific pair positions to

previous mutation and dynamic studies of PDZ

domains? It has been postulated that differences in

the mutational experiments between PSD95-PDZ3

and PTP-PDZ2 are due to the rigidity of PSD95-

PDZ3 as opposed to a more flexible structure in

PTP-PDZ2.22,30 We can identify the specific pairs

that determine this difference in rigidity. In PSD95-

PDZ3, coupling in pairs 4, 6, 8 fix a-helix-1, whilst

couplings in pairs 9, 14, and 15 fix a-helix-2. In

PTP-PDZ2, there are no couplings to either of the

two a-helices, leading to mobile a-helices in the apo

state of the protein.

Another study using NMR measurements of

PTP-PDZ2 provide evidence of the direct influence of

specific positions on the dynamics of the protein.20

Using the backbone S order parameter, Fuentes and

colleagues measured differences between the apo

and ligand-bound structures of PTP-PDZ2. Once

they established this baseline behavior, they intro-

duced 14 different mutations to PTP-PDZ2. Of these

14 mutants, two induced significant changes in the

S order backbone signature in the apo structure,

which were strikingly similar to the ligand-bound

structure of PTP-PDZ2. The identity of these muta-

tions was I20F, and I35V. We find that I20F is found

in pair 6 and 7, whilst I35V is found in pairs 8 and

9 (Table I). From the RIP simulations, we find that

these pairs are not coupled in PTP-PDZ2 but are

coupled in PSD95-PDZ3. In particular, the I20F

mutation is equivalent to bringing the residue from

PSD95-PDZ3 to PTP-PDZ2. We can thus interpret

these mutations in PTP-PDZ2 as inducing the cou-

pling of the a-helices to the body of the protein,

which results in a generally rigid structure similar

to PSD95-PDZ3.

This suggests a model of the PDZ domain that

intrinsically allows the possibility of mobile a-heli-
ces, depending on whether residues at strategic ter-

tiary contacts are coupled. Upon ligand binding, the

a-helices rigidify thus transmitting a signal to other

parts of the protein, which is consistent with a gen-

eral proposal for ligand-binding allostery.9 In a

recent review, Gunasekaran and Nussinov suggested

Figure 8. The same contact in the PDZ fold across different PDZ domains (corresponds to Pair 17 in Table 1). (A) PSD95-

PDZ3, (B) PTP-PDZ2, (C) PAR6-PDZ, (D) INAD-PDZ5, and (E) GRIP1-PDZ7. The contacts in (C) and (D) are RIP-coupled,

whilst the other three are not. The coupling depends on the orientation of the v angles and is not obvious from inspection of

the contacts or accessible surface-area. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at

www.interscience.wiley.com.]
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that all proteins are, to a certain extent, dynamic,

and hence potentially allosteric.31 Indeed PDZ dy-

namics have been directly linked to functional allos-

tery. For example, binding Cdc42 to the PAR6-PDZ

fixes a-helix-1 in a new conformation that leads to

increased affinity for ligand-binding in the carboxy-

late binding loop.18 Korkin and coworkers showed

that in PSD95-PDZ3, there is no need for flexibility

in the a-helix as the two different binding modes of

PSD95-PDZ to other domains of PSD95 depends on

steric hindrance of the ligand.19 If the function of

the protein requires the preservation of the dynam-

ics of the protein, then the identity of the couplings

needed to be maintained if rigidity is required (as in

PSD95), or couplings need to be avoided if the pro-

tein must remain dynamic (as in PTP). This evolu-

tionary pressure leads to the high degree of covaria-

tion in the SCA contacts observed for tertiary

contacts in the PDZ domain that corresponds to a

tertiary couplings in any of the 5 PDZ domains. Of

course, this only accounts for a subset of contact

pair positions in the SCA matrix. It has been shown

that the SCA matrix can also be used to identify

protein-protein interaction surfaces32 and structural

analysis of allostery.33,34

In the case of the Cooper-Dryden model of sin-

gle-domain allostery,8 where allosteric interactions

are transmitted by the rigidification of the protein

upon ligand-binding, the tertiary couplings com-

puted by RIP provides a specific mechanism for

identifying allosteric effectors. Using a RIP analysis,

we can identify conformational flexibility in struc-

tural elements (a-helices, b-sheets, loops) of a pro-

tein structure through the absence of tertiary cou-

plings. The flexible structural element will be fixed

by the ligand upon ligand-binding, which communi-

cates allostery along the entire surface of the newly

fixed element. Mutations to create new couplings

that damp the motion of the flexible element, will

reduce the allostery of the protein.

Methods

The protocol of the RIP method
The RIP method is implemented as a PYTHON

wrapper around the SANDER package of AMBER35

and all analysis code was written in PYTHON. The

code is available at http://boscoh.com/rip. The simu-

lations of the RIP method are run in AMBER, using

the PARM96 force-field with an GB/SA implicit-sol-

vent term. To prepare for the simulation, ligands

and crystallographic waters are removed from the

crystal structure. The structure is then minimized.

As the bulk of the RIP protocol is performed under

constant energy, we first equilibrate the protein to

10 K for 1 ps with a friction constant of 5 ps�1, then

equilibrate the protein at constant energy for 10 ps,

and then a final equilibration to 10 K for 1 ps. This

allows some rearrangements that are favorable only

under constant energy but not under a thermostat.

The standard protocol for a RIP method lasts for

10 ps. At the beginning of the RIP method, the equi-

librium value of the v angles of the residue is stored.

The run is then broken up into 100 fs intervals

where each interval is simulated at constant energy.

Between each interval: (1) the direction of the rota-

tional velocity of each v angle is stored; (2) the

atomic velocities of the residue is set to zero; (3) if

the value of the v angle exceeds 60� of the equilib-

rium v value, the direction of the rotational velocity

is reversed; (4) the magnitude of each v rotational

velocity is calculated from the sidechain conforma-

tion; (5) the v rotational velocities are transformed

into atomic velocities and added to each atom; (6)

the kinetic energy of the residue is scaled to the

rotation temperature. Between the intervals, a

Python module translates the AMBER restart files

into a Python object, from which the RIP protocol is

used to generate new AMBER restart files for the

next interval. Finally, the trajectories of all the

intervals are spliced into a single trajectory. Since

the modifications are made on the velocities, the

coordinate trajectories are continuous.

The motion is limited to 6 60� for the v angles

so that each different type of amino acid can fully

explore the parameter space of a single rotamer con-

formation. If it was not restricted to one rotamer in

amino acids such as Met with four v angles, the pa-

rameter space would be too large to be fully explored

in 10 ps.

Converting rotational velocities into atomic

velocities
In the RIP method, a rotational velocity for each v
angle of a sidechain is calculated at the beginning of

every interval, from this rotational velocity, the

atomic velocities are generated. To generate the

rotational velocities of the v angles, each v angle is

assumed to be an independent degree of freedom.

Based on the equipartition theorem, each independ-

ent v angle can be assigned an E derived from the

temperature T. This E is drawn randomly from a

Gaussian distribution with mean energy 1=2kT and

standard deviation H1=2kT.

To convert a rotational velocity into an atomic

velocity, a frame of reference for the axis of rotation

must be chosen. As rotational velocities are only

defined relative to the axis of rotation; rotations can

occur on either end of the axis, and still give the

same rotational velocity. As the purpose of the RIP

method is to minimize the motion of the backbone at

the perturbing residue, only the sidechain atoms on

the side of the rotation axis away from the backbone

are rotated. Consequently, the rotational inertia of

each v angle, I ¼ R mr2, is calculated as the sum of

the moment of inertia of these sidechain atoms.
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To convert E into a rotational velocity x, the

equation of rotational energy E ¼ Ix2 is used. This

is converted to a tangential velocity v through v ¼
rx, where r is the perpendicular radius of the atom

from the v angle axis. This velocity is applied to the

atom along the direction of the tangent to the axis of

rotation. The atomic velocities due to each v angle

are then added cumulatively to each atom.

However, the different v angles of the same

sidechain do not represent completely independent

degrees of freedom. As such, the final atomic veloc-

ities are re-scaled such that the total kinetic energy

of the sidechain is E ¼ 3/2 nkT where T ¼ 300 K.

This scaling only changes the magnitudes of the

rotations and preserves the pure rotation around the

v angles.

Measuring rotational velocities
In the analysis of the RIP simulations, rotational

velocities of the v angles need to be extracted from

the trajectories. In the generation of rotational veloc-

ities, only atoms that are on the side of the rotation

axis of the v angle away from the backbone contrib-

ute to the rotational velocity. Therefore, in the

extraction of the rotation velocities, only these atoms

are considered. For each atom that fits the criteria,

the tangential velocity v to the axis is calculated.

This v is converted to a rotational velocity by x ¼
v/r. However, the contributions of each atom to the

total rotational velocity of a v angle depends on its

moment of inertia. A weighting (w) for each atom is

calculated from the moment of inertia I ¼ mr2 of the

atom where the weighting is given by w ¼ I/Itotal.

The overall rotational velocity is then given by xtotal

¼ Rwx.

Measurable parameters of the simulations

The kinetic energy of a residue is the averaged ki-

netic energy of the atoms in a residue. The kinetic

energy of an atom is simply defined as E ¼ 0.5 mv2.

This is proportional to the temperature of that

residue.
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